Q: What Electronic Service Tools will be used on this product?
A: The International CV Series will use the GM Electronic Service Tools GDS2 for Diagnostics and SPS for calibrations & programming for all modules, except transmission. The MDI2 Diagnostic Interface tool is required to connect to the vehicle.

Q: Where can customers acquire the Electronic Service Tools?

Q: Where do I go for questions and support with the Electronic Service Tools?
A: Customers should contact AC Delco for any questions or support regarding the Electronic Service Tools. Documentation will be provided with the purchased tools.

Q: How do I update parameters and settings for my vehicle?
A: For some parameters and settings, like PTO settings, GDS2 can be used. For other parameters and settings, like editing speed limiters, a new module calibration may be required. Please contact your local International Dealer for Questions and Support. There may be a Reconfiguration cost associated with performing calibration updates.

Q: What Electronic Service Tools are used for the Allison Transmission?
A: GDS2 can be used for preliminary Allison Transmission diagnostics. For advanced Allison Transmission diagnostics, or for Allison Transmission module programming, please contact an Allison certified repair location.